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Infield Drills

Things You Need To Know

The best infielders play with a lot of confidence and they make things as easy for themselves as
possible. Before we get into drills that we like, we need to talk about some of the key things to
focus on while working on infield from home.

#1 Butt Down, Hands Out

Many of our infield problems can be solved by just getting our butt down when we field the
ground ball and putting our hands out in front of our body. We do this because it gives us the
best chance to field the ball athletically and react to bad hops. When our hands are back down
under our body we don’t have any time to react to bad hops or misread balls.

#2 Get The Right Hop

This one is bold because it's huge! Also, it’s not something that’s often taught at lower levels but
will help any infielder!

Use your feet to position yourself for easier hops. It takes practice but it’s the best way to make
infield easy on yourself - get long hops! Here’s a good video for this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzhOdtE-j9c

If you do get a short hop, you need to work through the ball. Just as we need to stay through the
ball when hitting to have a better chance of hitting the baseball, we need to stay through the ball
when fielding.

The best infielders work through the baseball and you should be one of them.

Here’s a video that demonstrates what we’re talking about, and we’ll touch on it a little more in
the short hops drill: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_Vcfls3O30

#3 Make The Throw Easier

To make the throw to first base easier as an infielder we need to create some momentum to first
base before we throw the ball. This is one of the reasons why it is so important to field a ground
ball at an angle. We work from right to left through the ball as we create a direct line to first

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzhOdtE-j9c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_Vcfls3O30


base. Then, after we’ve created momentum to first, we follow our throw to alleviate the stress on
our arm once again.

#4 Think Ahead

Infield is an action packed position. There is always somewhere you should be on a play as an
infielder, and it's helpful in the down time between pitches to think ahead to where you will need
to be on each play. Runner on 1st with no outs, ball in the gap to the fence. I’m a shortstop. I'm
going to run out for the double cut to home, if it’s in the dirt I’m going to let it go to my backup
guy on the double cut - things like that!

#5 Hustle

Just like in the outfield we can get to a ground ball often from the effectiveness of our first three
steps. If they are intentional hustle steps we’ll make the play a whole lot easier on yourself when
we arrive at the baseball.

Infield Drills
Remember, make everything fun and try to make everything a game!

#1 Fast Transfers When Playing Catch

As we mentioned in the throwing program, we need to transfer every ball we catch as an
infielder quickly to our hand and get the seams. Great infielders have good hands, no better way
to have great quick hands then to have great quick transfers.

#2 Short Hops

Every day after playing catch at both my D1 programs we did short hops as infielders. Short
hops can be difficult but you need to master them to become a great infielder. The easiest way
to do that is to get lots of reps!

Start infield practice by getting on your knees with no glove about 5 feet from your partner.
Throw each other underhand short hops and work through the ball on each. It’s important on
short hops to work through the ball it makes it a lot easier. Once you’ve done 20 or so regular
open up for 20 or so forehand, then backhand. Then put your gloves on and do it all over again!
To see what we’re talking about with positive glove action, watch this drill:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO6tTxEADLw

#3 Triangle Drill

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO6tTxEADLw


It’s important to field the ball slightly off center to our left side. Here’s a drill that demonstrates
this in great detail: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcklgSL1_Hw

#4 Momentum Drill

It’s very important to gain momentum toward 1st base before we field the baseball. This video
demonstrates this drill well: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siBqOtMx4i8

#5 Errors Game

This one is bold because it's our favorite. Baseball players love to compete, and we love when
everything is a game or competition. The errors game is simple. You peg one infielder up
against another, or a whole team. Whoever makes an error is out, you go until there is only one
left standing! This is a staple at American Baseball Camps.

Here are some additional drills that we like: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bda0sQy7OIc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcklgSL1_Hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siBqOtMx4i8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bda0sQy7OIc


Outfield Drills

Things You Need To Know

#1 Think Ahead

Outfield can be boring. I say that because I was an infielder until I was 21 years old and then
they moved me to Center Field. Out of the probably 10 errors I made in 5 years in the outfield I’d
say 8 of them were because I didn’t think ahead.

You have to prepare yourself mentally in the outfield for potential plays and think about what
you’ll do if they happen.

If you are in Center Field and you cut a ball off in the gap with a guy on first your throw needs to
hit the cut to third base, If the ball goes all the way to the wall with a guy on first, your throw
needs to hit the cut to home or third - keep your ears up for the catchers call - Things like that!

#2 Create Great Angles & Great Momentum

An outfield ground ball takes a lot longer to get to you than it does a third baseman! Take that
time to first charge the crap out of it, second angle yourself to your target. As a Center Fielder if
the ball is to your left and your throw is going to third base - get to the ball early so you can work
through it and get your momentum to third base.

If you have a routine fly ball to you and the throw is going home, spend the time it’s in the air to
get behind the ball and by the time you catch it have your body running almost full speed toward
home so you can add another 10 mph or so to your throw.

#3 Utilize Long Hops

I denied this in my first 4 years as an outfielder and really embraced it in my 5th year for my best
throwing season by a mile!

It is so much easier to make an accurate throw when you are throwing a long hop to your target,
it’s also way easier for them to catch it if you throw them a true long hop.

To practice this I would throw long hops while playing catch every single day - at least ten of
them. This builds that muscle memory when you need to land it 10 feet in front of them and not
2 feet in front of them when it counts.



#4 Back Up Everything

Good outfielders know that on every play there is somewhere they should be. If you are in Left
Field and no one is on for a ground ball to short, you need to run and back up a wild throw to
first base. If you are a Left Fielder on that play - you aren’t spared, if he makes a bad throw you
need to backup the throw from the Left Fielder to the Shortstop when the guy turns and runs to
second. There is always somewhere to be as an outfielder. Be a good teammate, and be where
you are supposed to be. As my D1 Coach always said - do the little things well!

#5 Never Back Hand & Never Leave Your Feet Unless You Have To

Never back hand a ball if you can get around it and make it a forehand as an outfielder. Also,
never jump for a ball or dive for a ball unless you have to!

Outfield Drills

#1 Over The Shoulder “Quarterbacks”

Not the best quality, but here’s a video of the drill performed just okay, we recommend the way

we explain it below: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwoLfixsB7U

Each kid gets a ball and hands it to the thrower when he’s up. You start by facing the thrower,

opening up and running a direction - he will throw it over your shoulder and you catch it on the

run. Make sure to do an even amount each direction opening up both left and right.

More advanced players can make this harder by working on redirections. If you open up left

you’ll look over your right shoulder back at the thrower/ball. For this the thrower throws it over

your left shoulder as you are looking over your right. This causes you to turn your head to the

left and catch it over your left shoulder.

Note: Don’t turn your whole body to adjust, simply your head.

#2 Reaction Quarterbacks

Place 5 balls around the player (5 feet from him) and give them each a number. If you call out 3,

he needs to run through the third ball and you throw it over his shoulder - he makes the catch.

#3 Regular Ground Balls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwoLfixsB7U


Outfielders need to practice ground balls just like infielders, except on grass. Field ground balls

and emphasize sprinting to the ball until it’s about 15 feet away, then setting up and fielding

between your legs and out front like an infielder.

#4 Do or Die Ground Balls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdaFKzk9aZk

These are really the hardest thing about playing outfield and need to be practiced often

(especially when you play on bad fields).

Practice coming through a ground ball almost full speed with your momentum going towards

the base you will throw to. To take this to another level, make a long throw on a line on each of

these.

#5 Robbing Home Runs Drill

For this drill use a fence, the thrower throws a ball right above the top of the fence and you

practice robbing a home run!

#6 Short Hops For Outfielders

For this you’ll get into the stance you do when you field a do-or-die groundball. While in that

stance practice fielding short hops and positive glove action through the ball. See the short hops

explanation above for infielders for greater detail.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdaFKzk9aZk


Catching Drills
**Disclaimer - this program is available online for anyone and is simply “endorsed” by us. We were not the creators of this program, we just include it
with our package. It is written by a Professional Catching Coach and is all really really quality.**

Beginner Baseball Catcher Drills

Receiving Drills
Tennis Ball Barehanded: Coach tosses a tennis ball to the catcher without a glove on. Catcher

should work on having soft hands and just catch the ball

Receiving Baseballs from a Short Distance: Coach tosses baseballs to the catcher with a glove

on from 10-12 feet away

Blocking Drills

3-Ball Drill: Place three baseballs in front of the catcher and demonstrate how to move in order

to block each baseball successfully.

Coaching cue: Catcher should land on knees, glove between knees, bare hand behind mitt, and

chin tucked into chest.

Tennis Balls: Coach bounces the ball in front of the catcher to demonstrate how to be

aggressive when blocking. Beginner catchers have a tendency to turn away from the ball. The

key to this drill is for the catcher to watch the ball all the way into the chest. Keeping the head in

line with and focused on the ball allows the face mask to cover the neck of the catcher. If the

catcher turns his head, the risk of getting hit in the throat increases. Use the chest protector to

keep the ball in front. The glove should drop down between the knees, with the catcher's

throwing hand behind the mitt. This creates a "wall" for the ball to stay in front of the catcher.

Beginners become confident with tennis balls, then move to baseballs for this drill.

Throwing Drill Footwork to Second Base: Beginner catchers should learn proper footwork

toward the base where they are throwing the baseball. We use a T (in tape on the ground) to

work on footwork to second base. The catcher's feet should land on the bottom line of the T

with his throwing foot landing first, then the glove foot.



Coaching tip: Let the catcher work through this drill finding balance/athletic stance from which

to throw.

Intermediate Baseball Catcher Drills

Receiving Drills

Tennis Ball Barehanded: Coach throws a tennis ball to the catcher without a glove on. Catcher

should work on receiving the ball between his thumb and index finger.

Receiving Baseballs From a Short Distance: Coach throws baseballs to the catcher with a glove

on from 14-16 feet away.

Receiving Baseballs From a Pitching Machine: Coach sets the machine at a speed comparable

to game speed.

Blocking Drills

Tennis Balls: Coach bounces the ball in front of the catcher to teach him to catch the baseball.

Intermediate catchers are challenged to "absorb" the tennis ball, trying to make their body soft

when the ball makes contact with their body. We tape a semicircle 5 feet in front of the catcher

and challenge him to keep the ball inside that perimeter. This allows him to get to the baseball

quicker when a runner attempts to steal a base on a ball thrown in the dirt.

Gain Ground: Catcher gets into receiving stance. Coach points right, left, or straight down,

directing the catcher to get into a blocking position and immediately bounce back up into a

receiving stance.

Throwing Drills

Footwork to Bases: Intermediate catchers work on throwing to each base, starting with the ball

in his mitt. Coach walks around the catcher and offers cues. Coaching cues are to make sure the



catcher maintains balance throughout his footwork to each base while working on transferring

the ball from the mitt to the bare hand.

Advanced Baseball Catcher Drills

Receiving Drills

Baseball Barehanded: Coach tosses a baseball to the catcher without a glove on. Catcher

should receive the ball between his thumb and index finger.

Receiving Baseballs From a Pitching Machine: Coach sets the machine at a speed faster than

game speed.

3-Man Quick Hands: Coach plus two other players have five baseballs and stand in a semicircle

in front of the catcher, approximately 12 feet away. The player on one side throws a ball to the

catcher, then the middle guy, then the guy on the other side throws a ball. The speed of this drill

can become extremely quick with more advanced catchers.

Coaching cue: Catcher should receive each pitch, drop the ball and immediately focus on the

next ball.

Blocking Drills

Blocking Without a Mitt: Catcher places his hands behind his back. This trains him to use his

chest protector to block the ball.

Coaching cue: Bounce the ball far enough in front of the catcher so it takes a long hop. Short

hops can result in the baseball hitting the catcher in a painful area.

Block It and Get up: This teaches the catcher how to block the ball and bounce up quickly to get

to the baseball.

Coaching cue: 10 repetitions, then let the catcher rest while another catcher performs the drill.



Throwing Drills

Footwork to Bases: Advanced catchers need to focus on reducing the time it takes to catch and

release the baseball. The "touch to release" goal for our catchers is under eight tenths of a

second.

Throwing From Knees: Yes, we work with our catchers on throwing to all three bases from their

knees. There will be times in a game when the pitch is low or in the dirt, and throwing from

their knees may be the only option. This drill also focuses on the transfer of the ball from mitt to

throwing hand.

Hitting Drills

Learning to Stay Through The Ball

We really want to focus on one thing more than anything, and that is getting on plane and
staying on plane.

When a fastball comes down the middle, we have a point in our swing where our bat meets the
ball. The thing is, timing is a really difficult thing for every hitter, and what if we aren’t exactly
timed up to hit it when our barrel is lined up.

This is the reason it is so important to not meet the ball at a contact point, rather, we want to get
to a contact point early and stay through that same plane for as long as possible. Here’s a video
example to visualize what we’re talking about. It’s not about meeting the ball on a plane where
we’d square it up, it's about staying on that plane for as long as possible.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8UO0f5KhL0

Quick note - the average MLB player has his barrel in the hitting zone or “on plane” for 2 full
feet, the average high school player for only 10 inches. Want to make a huge jump in your
baseball career? Stay through the baseball and give yourself a better chance to make good
contact with a larger margin for error.

No Batting Cage
*Quick note - at higher levels we hit in sequences of 5 or so - that way we never take tired

swings, please take breaks in between each of these rounds of 5. Each of these sequences is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8UO0f5KhL0


meant to be mixed and matched and would be recommended by some of the greatest hitters
and coaches of all time.

● 5 - 10 nice & easy warmup swings
○ 40 - 60% effort, many hitters swing a few times left handed if they are righties to

also get their hips warmed up with that motion.

● 5 nice & easy off the tee (second time around soft toss)
○ Looking for backspin up the middle

■ Imagine a line drive that would of landed in shallow center field

● 5 opposite field off the tee (second time around soft toss)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOTiGba8PJY

○ Looking for backspin over the second baseman
■ For this, we set the tee up further back in his stance to where it’s lined up

with the hitters belt buckle and on the outside corner

● 5 up the middle off the tee (second time around soft toss)
○ Looking for backspin line drives up the middle

■ Now we move the tee to the front of the plate, or right in front of the
hitter’s front foot and up the middle of the plate.

● 5 pull side off the tee (second time around soft toss)
○ Looking for backspin over the shortstop

■ For this we move the tee about 6 inches out front and lined up with the
inside part of the plate.

● 5 bottom hand off the tee (second time around soft toss)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdxaI4fd95c

○ To find your bottom hand put both hands on the bat and whichever one is on the
bottom that’s your bottom hand

○ Backspin line drives up the middle

● 5 top hand off the tee (second time around soft toss)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdxaI4fd95c

○ Looking for backspin line drives up the middle
■ If you ever feel any discomfort in the elbow on this one don’t do it

anymore

● 5 step ins off the tee (second time around soft toss)
○ For the step in drill we step back away from the plate and we stride in with our

foot facing the catcher and then stride forward with our front foot toward the
pitcher.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOTiGba8PJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdxaI4fd95c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdxaI4fd95c


■ The purpose of this drill is to generate movement, gain ground, and build
overall athleticism through the swing.

● 5 step backs off the tee (second time around soft toss)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKGGp8oHtaE

○ For the step back drill we start with our feet normal, we step back toward the
catcher about 6 inches lifting our front foot off the ground and we step toward the
pitcher and swing.

■ This drill is to get us gathering in our back leg and transferring the weight
back to the middle at contact.

● 5 no peak off the tee (second time around soft toss)
○ For the no peak drill we put a ball in front of home plate about 6 inches. After we

swing we don’t look at where the ball goes we look at the baseball in front of
home plate.

■ This drill will prevent us from pulling our head.

● 5 swing and down to a knee off the tee (second time around soft toss)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v94ASrNqMWE

○ This drill is intended to help us maintain balance and control throughout our
swing, it also assures that our back knee finishes the swing facing the pitcher
which is what we want.

■ To do this we take a normal backspin up the middle swing and then after it
hits the net we slowly go down to our back knee and hold our swing.

● Finish with 5 back net regular off the tee or soft toss

Note: this sequence alone is enough to get a lot better. Quantity is not better than quality in
baseball. If you can follow this above program to a tee and make sure every swing is quality,
that’ll be a great day of getting better from home! Now, if you have a batting cage to work
with you’ll go back through this whole sequence not from front toss.

Additional No Batting Cage Drills to Mix & Match

● Soft toss from behind drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Psf-vOeFuQ

○ The purpose of this drill is first to adjust our brain and body to be able to make
contact with a ball deep in our stance, and second to get our bat in the zone
earlier and keep it on plane longer.

● Self fungo drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqHeiie0pKw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKGGp8oHtaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v94ASrNqMWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Psf-vOeFuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqHeiie0pKw


○ Hold the bat with your top hand, resting the handle on your back trap/shoulder.
Taking three steps, throw the ball in front of you into a good hitting area, and hit
the ball as hard as you can.

■ What this works on: proper bat path, adjustability, point of contact
■ Doing it well: hitter hits a line drive up the middle, and the ball has back

spin
■ Common mistakes: the hitter jams himself with an inaccurate feed, or

the hitter cuts and/or slices through the ball.

● Sunflower soft toss drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=79&v=I5KNd4H_b4Q&feature=emb_log
o

○ We always want to challenge yourself in baseball - this drill helps us to square
the middle of the baseball up by having to hit something tiny.

Batting Cage

Note: if you do have a batting cage to work with we still recommend starting with the sequence
above to warm up for these drills below which you can mix & match.*Some of these drill

descriptions are from free materials found online.*

● Underhand Front Toss
○ Commonly referred to as “flips”, the flipper stands behind an L-Screen 12-15 feet

directly in front of home plate, tossing the ball underhand, and into the strike
zone.

● Adjustability Front Toss
○ Feeder mixes speed and height of the incoming pitch in an attempt to throw off

the hitter’s timing, forcing him to get into an athletic position that’s capable of
hitting multiple speeds in multiple parts of the strike zone.

■ Doing it Well: hitter hits a line drive up the middle with backspin.
■ Common Mistakes: hitter will whiff, or hit the ball with poor contact.

Again, we measure contact by looking for backspin.

● Ken Griffey Jr Drill/Staying Inside The Ball Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjrSQZ6OJDA

○ For this drill we get a bat length away from a wall and still try to hit the ball which
is inside up the middle. This makes us lead with the knob of the bat to the pitcher
which is the first part of staying through the baseball which is so important.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=79&v=I5KNd4H_b4Q&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=79&v=I5KNd4H_b4Q&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjrSQZ6OJDA


● Overhand Front Toss
○ Feeder throws the ball over the top, simulating a pitcher’s arm action. This front

toss variation can be an effective drill for simulating velocity, as well as improving
athletes who’s attack angles are too positive, or “uphill”.

■ Doing it Well: hitter hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it
flies through the air.

■ Common Mistakes: hitter will whiff, or cut/slice through the bal

● Underhand Front Toss - Offset open
○ Athlete takes an offset open stance where his feet, hips, and shoulders are lined

up with the inside, back portion of the plate (approximately 45 degrees open)
■ Doing it well: taking an offset open, constrained, no-stride stance, hitter

hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it flies through the air.
■ Common Mistakes: hitter’s barrel will be in and out of the zone very

quickly. The hitter will whiff, or cut/slice through the ball.

● Adjustability Front Toss - Offset open
○ Athlete takes an offset open stance where his feet, hips, and shoulders are lined

up with the inside, back portion of the plate (approximately 45 degrees open).
Feeder mixes speed and height of the incoming pitch in an attempt to throw off
the hitter’s timing, forcing him to get into an athletic position that’s capable of
hitting multiple speeds in multiple parts of the strike zone.

■ Doing it Well: taking an offset open, constrained, no-stride stance, the
hitter hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it flies through the
air.

■ Common Mistakes: hitter’s barrel will be in and out of the zone very
quickly. The hitter will whiff, or cut/slice through the ball.

● Offset L-Screen Front Toss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tatcI37TqLQ

○ Person throwing front toss moves the L-screen to be offset at about 30 degrees.
We do this on both sides for two rounds of 5 each.

■ The purpose of this drill is to continue to develop our ability to stay
through the ball - when the screen is offset one way we have to make
contact out front to drive it to the back net, the other way it causes us to
make contact deep in our stance to drive it up the middle with backspin.
Great drill!

● Overhand Front Toss - Offset open
○ Feeder throws the ball over the top, simulating a pitcher’s arm action. This front

toss variation can be an effective drill for simulating velocity, as well as improving
an athlete who’s attack angle is too positive, or “uphill”.  Athlete takes an offset
open stance where his feet, hips, and shoulders are lined up with the inside, back
portion of the plate (approximately 45 degrees open). Feeder feeds the ball over

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tatcI37TqLQ


the top of the L-screen  as if he is “shooting a basketball”, emphasizing the
importance of “matching planes” of the ball’s incoming descent angle with the
hitter’s attack angle.

■ Doing it Well: taking an offset open, constrained, no-stride stance, hitter
hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it flies through the air.

■ Common Mistakes: hitter’s barrel will be in and out of the zone very
quickly. The hitter will whiff, or cut/slice through the ball.

● Underhand Front Toss - Offset closed
○ Athlete takes an offset closed stance where his feet, hips, and shoulders are

lined up with the outside, back portion of the plate (approximately 45 degrees
closed).

■ Doing it Well: taking an offset closed, constrained, no-stride stance, hitter
hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it flies through the air.

■ Common Mistakes: hitter will struggle to rotate sufficiently; The hitter will
whiff, or cut/slice through the ball.

● Adjustability Front Toss  - Offset closed
○ Athlete takes an offset closed stance where his feet, hips, and shoulders are

lined up with the inside, back portion of the plate (approximately 45 degrees
open). Feeder mixes speed and height of the incoming pitch in an attempt to
throw off the hitter’s timing, forcing him to get into an athletic position that’s
capable of hitting multiple speeds in multiple parts of the strike zone.

■ Doing it Well: taking an offset closed, constrained, no-stride stance, hitter
hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it flies through the air.

■ Common Mistakes: hitter will struggle to rotate sufficiently; The hitter will
whiff, or cut/slice through the ball.

● Overhand Front Toss - Offset closed
○ Feeder throws the ball over the top, simulating a pitcher’s arm action. This front

toss variation can be an effective drill for simulating velocity, as well as improving
an athlete who’s attack angle is too positive, or “uphill”. Athlete takes an offset
closed stance where his feet, hips, and shoulders are lined up with the outside,
back portion of the plate (approximately 45 degrees closed).

■ Doing it Well: taking an offset closed, constrained, no-stride stance, hitter
hits a line drive, and the ball keeps its shape as it flies through the air.

■ Common Mistakes: Hitter will struggle to rotate sufficiently; The hitter will
whiff, or cut/slice through the ball.



Pitching Program

Pitching Drills
Balance Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-NcEhJYIlc

Hop & Explode Drill into Explosive Weight Transfers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBTqnqTtHhU&list=RDCMUC8rlhLrIPcgN9E3929MaIRQ&in
dex=3

Towel Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SypTLJa7paM&list=RDCMUC8rlhLrIPcgN9E3929MaIRQ&in
dex=4

Flat Grounds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fmVbaMN5xQ

Med Ball Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YctIA_dkpiA

Pitching Accuracy. Drill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiTjKK1tWp8

Mastering The Chess Match

When thinking about the classic struggle of Hitter V. Pitcher, it is first vitally important to
understand your identity on the mound.

What makes you, you? Are you a hard thrower? Are you a location pitcher? Do you have good
off-speed pitches? This self-analysis allows you to create a list of your strengths and
weaknesses, and until you make this list you will find it very difficult to outsmart your opponent.

Pitching is a thinking man’s position.  We are not mindless robots simply throwing the pitch that
is called, we must have a plan, and execute that plan, every game, every inning, and every
at-bat.

I first want to talk about the pregame routine.  This aspect of pitching is super under-appreciated
in the modern game, but without a consistent routine, it is nearly impossible to be consistent on
the mound.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-NcEhJYIlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBTqnqTtHhU&list=RDCMUC8rlhLrIPcgN9E3929MaIRQ&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBTqnqTtHhU&list=RDCMUC8rlhLrIPcgN9E3929MaIRQ&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SypTLJa7paM&list=RDCMUC8rlhLrIPcgN9E3929MaIRQ&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SypTLJa7paM&list=RDCMUC8rlhLrIPcgN9E3929MaIRQ&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fmVbaMN5xQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YctIA_dkpiA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiTjKK1tWp8


I follow a very easy 4 step pre-game routine.

1.JOG
2.STRETCH
3.SPRINT
4. THROW

All good routines should consist of these four basic elements.  When you get to the field, jog to
the center field fence and back. Next, stretch your arms and legs, making sure to do a
combination or static and dynamic stretches.

Third, get in some sprints, to fire up the legs. I generally like to do four 90 foot sprints before I
throw. Finally, we are ready to throw. This section includes doing any pre-throw band work,or
weighted ball patterns you like.  But once we step foot on the bullpen mound we are in business
mode. The bullpen is where you get ready for the action. Do not take this time lightly, it is your
last chance to fine tune your delivery and mentally lock in. My bullpens look like this:

1. (From the Stretch) 5 fastballs to your arm side of the plate
2. (Stretch) 5 fastballs to your glove side of the plate
3. (Stretch) 5 Changeups and 5 Sliders/curveballs
4. Repeat that 15 pitch sequence from the wind-up
5. (From the Wind-up) 5 pitch sequence of fastball armside, fastball glove side, changeup,

curveball, fastball armside
6. Repeat step 5 from the stretch.

This routine puts you at 40 pitches, which is plenty. If you still don't feel ready, throw no more
than 10 more pitches.  Remember this is about staying relaxed and focused on the game,
throwing 30 extra warmup pitches because you are trying to work on something 10 minutes
before the game, hurts you in more ways than just fatigue.

Keep it simple, keep it focused, and make every pitch as game-like as possible before you step
on the game mound.

Now the fun part, the game.  The biggest issue most pitchers face is performance anxiety.  Let’s
face it, as the pitcher we are the biggest influence on the outcome of the game.

I like to think it takes a special athlete to want that kind of pressure, but this is what makes
pitching so much fun.  I can not help you get over the fear of failure, but what I can help you with
is dealing with negativity on the mound.

PACE: Negative thoughts creep into every athlete's mind, but because pitching takes so much
time, those thoughts are allowed to grow inside your head.  So the first way to stop those
thoughts is to work quickly.



The pace at which you play can allow you to stay totally focused on the job at hand.  Taking too
much time between pitches allows your mind to wander into negativity.

PLAN: A good pitcher, like a good chess player, plans his moves in advance.  Watching MLB
games is a great way to train your brain to think about pitch sequencing and what counts to
throw what pitches in.

Remember your strengths, and when in doubt, throw your best pitch.  Losing an at-bat on your
best pitch, if by walk or hit, is always better than losing an at-bat on your second or third best
pitch.  It’s your best pitch for a reason.

BREATHING: One of the most important parts of being consistent on the mound is mastering
breathing.  This may sound trivial, but all great athletes have breathing routines they go through
to keep their mind clear.

Some are more obvious to the naked eye, like swimmers, and sprinters, but pitchers need to
have their own system of breathing to maintain focus, and to flush the system after mistakes.
As a rule of thumb, I only slow the pace of my play to breath after two things: 2 balls in a row, or
a hit.

After either of those things your head will start to think negative thoughts, whether it be “I can’t
find the zone” or “I don’t want to let up another hit”. Both thoughts have the power to derail an
outing, so it is important we nix them as soon as they appear.  The easiest way to do this is stop
yourself between pitches and right before you step onto the dirt of the mound you take a big
breath.

This breath will signal to your body to move on from the past few pitches, or batters.
Remember, we are always trying to stay focused on each individual pitch/batter.  If you are still
thinking about a mistake you just made I can guarantee you will make another one.

Use your breath after a hit, or 2 consecutive bad pitches to clear your mind and re-focus on the
task at hand.

WATCH: My favorite part of pitching is being able to sniff out weaknesses in hitters, through
careful observation. Advanced ball players have access to scouting reports and game film to
help them prepare for outings, but for most players, we have to scout in game.

The first way we do this is by reading the body language of the hitter, look at his emotions, is he
fired up? Is he tired? Is he flashy? A good pitcher can gather information from a play based off
of the cleats he has on and the bat he uses.

Basically, we are trying to determine what kind of hitter are we facing? An overly confident
player will often swing early in at-bats, have little discipline, and be hunting fastballs.



But a timid player might swing later in counts, and might be trying to not strike out, as opposed
to getting a hit.  In both scenarios different sets of pitches are required.  The aggressive hitter
may need more off-speed pitches, the less aggressive, more fastballs.

Each hitter will be different, but a simple observation of the body language of a hitter may just
give you the upper hand.  Other things we want to look out for is feet positioning.  How does a
hitter set his feet in the batter's box? Is he far away, or is he close to the plate? Is his front foot
in line with his back foot, or is it open or closed?

These observations tell us so much about what a hitter likes and dislikes.  Hitters standing off
the plate, generally like the inside pitch, so we throw them outside.  Hitters that stand close to
the plate like the ball away, so we throw them inside.

Some hitters will start close to the plate, but move their feet farther back after you throw an
inside pitch because they are uncomfortable, this will open up the outside part of the plate for
your advantage. If a hitter has an open stance watch where he lands his front foot when he
strides.

An open stance can give us the illusion of a hitter wanting the ball inside, but if he strides
closed, he may just be baiting you into throwing a pitch outside, where he likes it.

ENDURANCE: A very common mistake young pitchers make is starting the game too
aggressively.  It's important to note that your job as a pitcher is to get as many outs as possible.

For a starter that often means seeing the same hitters 2-4 times.  Early in games it is important
not to give away too much.  In a hitter’s first at-bat it is unlikely he will barrel up your best pitch.
If you throw a lot of curveballs to the lineup the first time through the order it makes it less
effective as the game goes on because they have seen it.  Don’t show all your cards right away.

Make them beat your fastball/changeup before you get curveball crazy.  And finally, break the
game up.  If you think about pitching all 9 innings the game seems overwhelming, but if you
break it into thirds, it is more manageable.

My goal when I pitch is to let up no more than two runs every three innings.  If I can stay on that
mark it gives my team a great chance to win the game. For relievers, break each inning into
thirds, with each batter being its own game.

Late in games it takes more focus to get hitters out, so as a reliever you have the advantage of
using all your pitches.  You do not have to plan on seeing hitters multiple times, so be in attack
mode from pitch 1.  Collect the first out, and then collect the next.  Break the game down and
you will find your focus will increase dramatically.

Pitching is addicting. It requires you to be the best version of yourself every time you take the
mound; to be competitive, focused, observant, tactical, and at all times intelligent.



There is no greater joy than finding an opponent's weakness and exploiting it.  Every hitter has
one, it is up to you to find it. Take pride in the preparation.

Make it your goal to never let your opponent be more prepared than you.  Having a game plan
that you trust gives you a world of confidence on the mound, because you know you have the
advantage.

If you take two things away from this article let it be the use of breathing to flush negative
thoughts, and observe your opponent to find his weaknesses. Pitching is a constant struggle
between a pitcher and his mind.

The best advice I ever got was to make the hitter uncomfortable.  Pitching with good tempo, and
pitching to his weakness are surefire ways to help you collect outs and keep you in control.

Helpful charts:

Credit: Kyle Driscoll (Cressy Sports Performance Pitching Coordinator) @kdrisc35



Credit: MLB


